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1. What is photosynthesis? Describe the
- mechanism of light reaction in green plants.

2+5=7

Or

Write notes on ttre following : 3%+3yr=?

(a) Micronutrients

(b) Ca pat},:.way of ca.rbon fixation

2. Define respiration. Illustrate the steps of
glycolysis. 2+5=7
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Or
Give an account on the following: 3Ya+3/z=7

(a) Biological nitrogen fxation
(b) Enz5rme-substrate complex formation

3. Write an account on structure and function
of phytochrome. 7

'iOr
Write brief notes on the following : 3Yz+3%=7

(a) Plant growth hormones

(b) Yernalization

4. Elucidate the classification and structure of
Amino acids. 7

Or
Write an account on the following : 3lz+3Yz=7

(a) Polysaccharides

. (b) Translation

5. What is ecological succession? Explain the
tyfes and pattern of ecological succession.

2+5=7

Write ootes on the following : 3Yz+3Y"=7

(a) Food chain and food web

(b) Nr pollution

***
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Answer all questions

SEcTIoN-I

{ Marks : 5\

Put a Tick (/) mark against the correct answer in the
brackets provided: 1x5=5

l. The leaves of C4 plants possess special anatomy,
called

(a) kranz gpe ( )

(b/ CAM type ( )

(c) dimorphic ( )

/d/ Succulent type ( i
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2. The nomenclature of enzymes according to CEIUB
(1961) have code numbers

/4,) consisting of three digits ( )

lbJ consisting of four digits ( )

(c) consisting of eight digits ( )

(d/ consisting of ten digits ( )

3. Breaking the seed coat barrier to overcome dormancy
is called

(al stratiiication ( )

/b/ scarification ( )

(a) inhibition ( )

ldJ impaction ( )

4. Protein synthesis takes place in

(a/ ribosome ( )

/bJ mitochondria ( )

(c) Golgi body ( )

(d/ cytoplasm ( )
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5. The number of plants per unit area of occurrence is
cal1ed

1al abundance ( )

(bi density ( )

(c) frequency ( )

(d/ dominance ( )
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SECTIoN-II

( Marks : 15 )

Write notes on the following : 3x5=15

1. Water potentlal
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2. Mitochondria
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3. Transcription
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4. Senescence
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5, Ecotype and Ecads
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